
Striving for Citizenship...
Since the beginning of 2017, the Citizenship and Immigration 
Program at CASL has experienced a substantial increase in 
client concern over immigration status—doubling the amount 
of new immigrants actively seeking citizenship. 

In particular, seven-year resident and citizenship seeker Yingxiang is 
concerned about the United States’ current political climate and evolving 
immigration policy. A professional masseuse with her own business, 
Yingxiang enrolled in CASL’s Citizenship and Immigration Program to 
achieve the stability that citizenship offers. 

“CASL is a home for newcomers where one can be empowered with 
information and life-changing benefits. When I achieve citizenship, I will be 
able to go wherever I want and live in freedom.” —Yingxiang



Asian Americans make up 36% of annual 
immigration to the United States.
2.1 million annual arrivals are from China.

Currently, there are approximately 50,000 Chinese immigrants in the Chicago 
area, with 30,000 living in Chinatown. 

CASL works with about 2,000 clients a year through the 
following six-month process...

95%
of CASL citizenship clients pass the naturalization interview
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“As an instructor who was raised in an immigrant household, I understand 
the significance of becoming an American citizen. I helped my parents 
prepare for the naturalization interview as a child...By having observed 
this, I am aware of all of the stress students feel when they apply and first 
come to class. I am able to connect with students because we share a mutual 
understanding of the value of being an American citizen.” —Ilona Mulica

Paving the Road to Citizenship...
Ilona Mulica, Adult Education Supervisor, and Yi An, Citizenship Instructor, 
know first-hand what it is like to undergo the citizenship process. They, and 
other multi-lingual caseworkers at CASL, guide citizenship seekers through 
application forms, citizenship classes, one-on-one counseling, and mulitple 
mock interviews—sharing their own experiences and unique support.

Be an active part of the immigrant story...
CASL staff ensure that citizenship seekers are not alone on their journey. 
But we need YOUR compassionate support to keep our community diverse, 
healthy, and strong!
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